
The first NFT marketplace of digital faces
with a Platform for AI video generation



Synthetic media - realistic transformation of audio and video 
using artificial Intelligence

Work with 
celebrities

Business
Model

Editing of films, internationalization 

and personalization of promotional and 

e-learning videos and much more

The technology is able to optimize 
the production of video content



Despite the wide range of possibilities that AI technology could 
bring to the video production industry

… there is still lack of regulation, which 
leads to the lack of trust

NFT tokens have a 
potential to regulate 

the relationship between 
video producers and 

celebrities, while 
copyright and data 
protection laws still 

cannot



Digital Verse solution

NFT marketplace of digital faces and Platform for AI video 

generation. 

With the help of AI, the user can digitalize his face and sell the 

rights to use it in any video, confirm the originality of videos 

with his participation.

The first platform for fair 

purchase of digital faces 

and synthetic video creation

02. Infosecurity

Face swap and lips sync 

technologies, mimics 

generation and  voice cloning

01. Video editing



Delivering next generation video production services

For video creators

Marketplace of digital faces

Face swap and lips 
synchronization technologies

Digital confirmation of 
ownership in a form of NTF

For actors/bloggers

Passive income 

Visibility among advertising 
agencies and other video 

creators

NFT marketplace of digital 
faces. With a platform for 

creation, licensing and 
purchase of synthetic videos.



ARCHITECTURE

User's Guide

1. Upload a video of your face to 
the platform;

2. Get your Digital Avatar;
3. After receiving the offer to use 

your face in a video, choose 
whether to sell it;

4. Get commission from the deal.

Video Creator's Guide
1. Choose a face you want to see 

in your video;
2. Upload the original video to the 

platform;
3. Purchase NFT linked to the 

generated video;
4. Get the video with IPR rights.

Platform

Backend on golang

ML algorithms on 
Python

Frontend on React.js

Uploads a 
video/audio
of himself

Extracted 
faces from 
video

Pre-trained machine 
learning model for 

faceswap/lips   
synchronization/voice 

cloning
User

Uploads a video 
+ script for post 
production

Video Creator

Video 
prepared
for faceswap

Digital avatar
of the user

Video with face swap/ 
lips synchronization

IPFS NFT storage

Smart contracts for
NFT creation and

marketplace

NFT of generated video 
uploaded to the marketplace

Generated video

Uploaded to 
IPFS video

Link to buy the generated
video and NFT token

Commission to user
for using his/her face



INNOVATIONS
Dapp integration
Smart contracts for NFT and Marketplace

IPFS storage
All media files are stored in NFT storage

Scalable architecture

Aws, docker, kubernetes

Scalable and unique 
technologies
Smart contracts that allows to mint and transfer NFT 

tokens. NFT Market that allows you to list and sell 

created NFT tokens.

All media files are stored using IPFS storage.

The synthetic video generation technology is based on 

multi-stage generative- competitive systems trained 

on open and closed data sets. For the fake video 

recognition technology machine learning ensemble 

methods are used.

Synthetic media
Proprietary technology for AI video
creation



$234B

$163B

$32B

$7B

Potential Available Market
The global film and video 
market expected to reach 
$251.92B in 2021 and $318.23B 
in 2025.

Total Available Market 
~70% from the total video 
market is spent by customers 
who may potentially need our 
product .

Serviceable Available Market
Due to the novelty of the 
technology, we assume that 
20% of customers will want to 
try our solution at this stage.Serviceable Obtainable Market

Our main competitors are 
traditional video editing 
softwares. But they are more 
expensive and time-consuming.

OUR MARKET



WHAT’S NEXT? 2023
Digitization of voice, facial expressions, 

development of software for recognizing 

of synthetic videos.

Q3-Q4 2022

Scaling of the project. Open access to all 

users who wants to digitize a face. 

Attracting video creation agencies, film 

studios.
Q1-Q2 2022
Digitalization of the faces of several 

celebrities and demo testing of the 

platform.

Q3-Q4 2021

Development of the blockchain-based 

platform for creation, licensing and sale 

of synthetic videos and copyrights 

management using NFT.Q2-Q3 2021

Development of an algorithm based on 

generative-adversarial networks to 

generate synthetic videos. 

With the help of NFT 
we will legalize the world 
of AI-generated content



TEAM

FULLSTACK
Maxim Falaleev

Developer with 10+ years of 
experience. React, Node.js, 

Devops

@maxim-falaleev

ML DEVELOPER
Maxim Panich

Head of outsourcing 
Agency. Extensive 

experience in developing 
complex projects

@maksim-panich-493931ba

MARKETING
Elizaveta Fomicheva

Extensive experience in 
Marketing and 

Communications in EU-
based companies

@elizaveta-fomicheva-771131172



Phone

Phone : +7 (916-413-54-61)

Email

panichmax@gmail.com

Website

http://app.digitalverse.ai

Demo Social MediaThank you 
for your attention

Contact Us

Get in touch with us

Telegram bot

http://t.me/digitalverse_bot

/company/digital-verse

@digital.verse

@digitalverse

@DigitalVerse2

/channel/UCSF0Dq6Ci0B7
cCzcOlfO1SQ


